
TIPS FOR WRITING ARTICLES IN ENGLISH

In Cambridge First or Cambridge Advanced, you might be asked to write an article. But do you know what makes an
article different from other types of writing ?.

Morning time allows them to write fresh stuffs. If your narrative goes on and on, or off in too many directions,
break it down into key points indicated with subheads as in this article. This is not just a one day business, for
that you need to start this activity A. Make it easier for them to get a good impression about your writing by
entertaining them. If you wish to pimp up your Article writing skills and speed, I would recommend writing
using any Distraction free software. Primary Sidebar. How to write article for readers 5. Lacking Confidence
in Writing Articles? With this, your mind will allow you to create your thoughts and let allow yourself
available to write on your particular topics. Or you may just want to revise what you have as you proceed,
retaining a nice conversational tone by directly addressing your audience. Look back at this paragraph. Give it
a try and feels the fresh experience of being a healthy writer. Synthesizing complicated information and
breaking it down into steps is especially crucial for online writing, and is also a trend in print. Add humour,
real life or made up examples, or make up quotes. What techniques are those writers using that you might
employ? You want your reader to walk away knowing exactly how to make that Thanksgiving dinner on a
shoestring budget, execute that rugby tackle, or locate great accommodations. While writing an article, always
use proper grammar , spelling , and proper punctuations Keep the introduction of the topic catching,
interesting, and short Discuss the opinion and the matter in an organized and descriptive manner Common
Mistakes in the Article Writing Format Now that you know the steps of article writing and the article writing
format, the occurrence of mistakes becomes obvious. But do you know what makes an article different from
other types of writing? Give yourself a specific amount of time Though after having all the knowledge and all
the researched stuffs you need to be specific yourself. Common mistakes students make in articles The
language is too formal and more suited to essays. As I have analyzed many serious and professional writers
and Bloggers do prefers to write their contents in the morning time. They don't use quotes or examples They
either use not enough, or too many, questions. Be sure these all stages needs some specific time. Create an
outline. Think what your subheadings might be and then write a short introduction that lets the reader know
what to expect. Speech Writing Articles An article is a piece of writing written for a large audience. What do
you think about â€¦â€¦..? One of the basic tip to enhance your article writing is by writing practice and by
reading other writers. Next step is to create a structure that you can follow when writing your articles.


